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Abstract
Recent years, more and more independent designer brands have stepped into public's awareness, becoming a newly emerging force of online apparel sales. In this context, brand managing company and corresponding electronic business platform only for independent designer brands emerge gradually as the time requires. Brand managing company means a company who possesses or cooperates with many independent designer brands. Some of these brand managing companies are originated from traditional fashion apparel company. The objective of this research is to describe and explain the developing trend of the apparel industry, brand managing company and independent designers in China. And the outline is also according to these three parts.
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1. The Developing Trend of Chinese Apparel
Chinese apparel industry is undergoing transformation, so as many other Chinese traditional manufacturing business, rather than “made in China”, “Designing in China” is becoming the developing trend. That’s why the companies who possess the original designing resources have a great potential for growth. Customers’ consumption habit is changing, independent designer brands and customizing products will surely be accepted by more and more people, which is really a big chance for “made in China”.

Unlike the professional designers of the famous brands, independent designers always possess their own brands [1]. Therefore the independent designer brand means the private brand established by the independent designers with their own resources, the products of independent designer brand always present some distinctive...
features or personality elements.

So far, Chinese fashion industry is still not mature enough, the supply chain is also not complete. According to the records, 95% of the high-end apparel marketing is under charge of foreign brands. Compared to foreign markets, domestic fashion buyer shopping mall just began to develop in China mainland. Even though some fashion buyer company has a transient flourish but they have not yet formed a virtuous circle because of high cost, closed supply chain and channel lacking. In addition, domestic design industry has many new designers but lack of brand management and brand awareness.

On the other hand, according to the China fashion index of 2012, official data show that 42.5% of people who can afford luxury have interests in independent designer brands. Besides, among those who have ever purchased domestic design brands, 97% of them own international luxury commodities meanwhile, which demonstrates independent designer brands’ attraction to high-consumption crowd.

Nowadays independent designer brands are developing at a high speed both online and offline. Time of personalized consumption is coming, and it’s an opportunity for independent designer brands [2]. Gradually consumers will have a better understanding of added value of designing, more and more people will have a better interest in independent designing products and customizing products [3]. Moreover, with the increasing development of internet and technology, e-business platform will be the main marketing channel for apparel industry. Through the mature payment platform, exhibition platform and admin platform, customers can get a more convenient service while designers can get better revenue with a lower cost. However, offline experience store is still and always a vital part of brand marketing. Because experience is always important in the buying decision; according to the survey most customers are used to purchasing after seeing and feeling [4]. Experience will endow the present products and services with new value, the combination of online and offline marketing will bring apparel industry a new and huge benefits increase.

2. The Developing Trend of Independent Designers Brand

Most of the foreign designer brands are established through a long-term development and cultivation. For instance, Armani, established by famous European fashion designer George Armani, is also a independent designer brand. The foreign apparel industry culture has a better revere and honor to original innovative designers. And people in western countries are more acceptable to independent design brand. That’s why almost all the famous independent designer brands are from western countries.

Not only in Europe, There are also many excellent designers in Japan, but only less than 20 of them are outstanding oversea because most Japanese designers are at service in their domestic fashion industry, which guarantee a flourish of Japanese fashion industry.

Besides, international fashion buyer, which is similar to fashion brand managing company, has been a profession oversea for about fifty years, nowadays buyer culture is still developing rapidly. We can say that buyers are the bridge of brand and market, designers and customers. They are becoming a force to promote foreign fashion industry to large-scale production. On the other hand, the flourish of buyer culture will also develop the society’s acceptance of independent designer brands.

Actually in China There are some fashion companies paying more and more attention to independent designer brands. Apparently cooperating with a mature fashion company is also a better choice for new designers, because new designers will be offered enough space to put their ability & value in good use, also, company will take care of all the stuff from package to promotion like a full-service broker [5]. The services include: Firstly, Production. Company will help designers contact fabric supplier and factory to ensure the normal operation of upstream supply chain and to set designers free from high cost; Secondly, Sale channel. Some companies will offer normal and mature platforms as sales channel, prevent designers from a mass sales condition and copyright disputes [6]. Besides, company may search for cooperating chance with high-end brands and luxury brands; Thirdly, package & promotion. Company will give extra promotion opportunities for outstanding brands on the platform; Lastly, Other cooperating chances. The online platform and BBS inside the company make the interflow and communication possible among independent designers, which will give them a chance to cooperate with each other.

3. Brand Managing Company in China

In 2013 a fashion apparel company named Mindu in Guangzhou created the first platform, Sifang Street, which
was only for independent designers. Helping new designers achieve designing dream is the mission of this company. On the other hand, providing new and diversified shopping experience for customers is the goal of this company. The business model of Mindu is as shown in Figure 1, which is similar to other brand managing companies.

For designers, there are several different kinds of cooperation patterns between independent designers and brand managing company, profit sharing ratio is set up differently according to different cooperation methods [7]. There are mainly three kinds of cooperation patterns:

Firstly, designers provide the designing plan, company take the responsibility of producing and marketing [8]. Which means designers only need to provide designing draft, company will do the rest things including manufacturing, marketing and after-sales services.

Secondly, Designers and their studio provide mature product samples, company pick out potential samples and help designers to launch the products and promote their products and ideas to the market.

Thirdly, Designers provide product samples, on which basis consumers can customize the personalized products according to their own demand, afterwards designers will help customers modify and improve the customized products [9]. Producing and marketing is in the charge of designers’ studio or company. In this way customers’ diversified demands can be met and satisfied.

For customers, the target market of this kind of independent brand company is the personalized, fashionable and young customers. Take Mindu as an example, it not only has a mature online platform (Sifang Street) to provide a better shopping experience for customers, but also set up some offline experience stores to provide an one-stop service including experiencing, guiding, booking and customizing, meanwhile deliver the designing idea and corporation culture [10]. There are mainly three kinds of platform service patterns:

Firstly, customizing service. Sifang Street has a special module for customization. Customers can choose designers, colors and slogan. Therefore the final products will both carry the fashion idea of designers and the characters of individual customers [11].

Secondly, point-to-point service. Which includes not only the one-to-one services from pre-sales to after-sales, but also the communication between the designers and their customers. The BBS makes that contact possible, which also increases the satisfaction and even loyalty of customers.

Thirdly, personalized service from offline experience store. There are many professional shopping guides at store who can introduce and pick apparel for customers, customers may have a more authentic and concrete experience in the offline stores before purchasing things online. Besides each store will have a professional individual figure designing team to offering customizing service, the team would include designers, fashion coordinators and even fashion stars. In the future there will be fashion salon or party for designers and VIP members among customers.

For company, they will explore and recruit both famous and new independent designers, because for fashion...
buyer company or brand managing company, outstanding designers are always the most significant capital. Usually company have four ways to dig new designers: Firstly, explore young designers in designing colleges; Secondly, pick out not so famous but potential designers in fashion weeks; Thirdly, Select new designers through every kinds of designing competition both in mainland and HK, Macau; Lastly, Cultivate company’s own designers.

4. Conclusions
According to the analysis above, original independent designing brands have a developing trend as follows:
Firstly, time of individual purchasing is around the corner, domestic original design brands will embrace a massive-scale development. Customers are beginning to realize the attached value of original design. The original design brands will meet with a large-scale development especially across the coastal cities, and next generation will be much more patient and confident to original independent designer brands.
Secondly, designer brands managing companies offer lots of opportunities for young designers. The designer management company will offer more chances to more new designers. For newly-entrants designers, brand managing company helps to outsource the marketing, HR and finance module so that they can concentrate on designing.
Thirdly, combination of traditional commerce and mobile e-commerce platform (O2O) will be a main sales model of Chinese apparel industry [12]. Cooperation can help independent designers make a good use of e-commerce platform including network infrastructure, payment platform, safety platform, management platform and many other functions to do its commerce activities effectively and efficiently. Moreover, with the development of science & technology, traditional internet has been through a change towards mobile internet. In the recent days, mobile terminal becomes another significant way for business.
Lastly, offline experience stores will be a necessary part of brand management [13]. With the development of service industry, offline experience stores will be absolutely the backbone of industry development. Experience will endow present products with new value, which can become a new selling point. Setting experience store, establishing the O2O sales model will give customers a better understanding and access of the brand.
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